A survey of 2 006 U.S. adults last year revealed that 48 % believe the earliest humans lived at the time of the dinosaurs. This survey is often cited as evidence of Americans' dismal understanding of science. But earlier this year, a television program from the National Broadcasting Company (NBC) told those muddled masses that they could well be right.
The program, called The Mysterious Origins of Man and narrated by a very earnest Charlton Heston, presented "evidence" of human footprints astride those of dinosaurs. It further suggested that intelligent life walked the earth 2.8 billion years ago; that the North Polar ice cap grew so heavy 12 000 years ago that the earth's crust slipped and shoved the lost city of Atlantis toward the South Pole, where it now lies buried under the ice; and that scientists have been covering all this up for decades.
American television is filled with pseudoscientific drivel, from 'specials' about the Loch Ness Monster and the Bermuda Triangle to regular shows dealing with the paranormal. Topics like these must sell a lot of cereal and cleanser. They don't generally create an outcry. But The Mysterious Origins of Man was different. In the first place, it started out with a legitimate, even interesting question: how do scientists deal with new information that seems to conflict with the conventional wisdom? Here was an opportunity to talk about how ideas that run counter to accepted theories sometimes prove to be the springboard to new paradigms. The art of science, of course, is differentiating the startling insight from the just plain wrong.
Unfortunately, it quickly became evident that The Mysterious Origins of Man didn't really care about that question. For an hour, viewers were guided by "a new breed of scientific investigators," whose credentials were carefully obfuscated. They presented all sorts of evidence, supposedly suppressed by the scientific establishment, showing that modern evolutionists have it all wrong. But this was not the usual suspects pushing 'scientific creationism' -instead, it seemed to lead nowhere at all. Intelligent life on earth is either 55 million years old or 2.8 billion years old, depending on the argument of the moment. 'Science is wrong' seemed to be the binding idea.
American television is filled with pseudoscientific drivel but it doesn't generally create an outcry
Among the evidence were the following: a piece of rock, about the size and shape of a pinkie, that was identified as a fossilized human finger; 16-inch-long "human" footprints in a Texas dinosaur bed; Native American artifacts recovered from 55-million-year-old strata in a turn-of-the century California gold mine; and a Mexican spear point supposedly dated at 250 000 years before present, long before humans are documented in the New World.
Most serious journalists must have opted to watch Star Trek on another channel that night, as the program attracted no attention at the time. But scientists did notice, and they started writing letters of complaint and voicing their discontent on the internet (a key web site is: http:// earth.ics.uci.edu:8080/faqs/mom.html). One complaint was that serious scientists never got to rebut the claims laid out in the program. These 'observations' haven't been suppressed, they argued, but proven wrong. Why didn't viewers learn some important principles, such as 'extraordinary claims require extraordinary proof?' One answer, it seems, is that some of the "experts" were promoting a point of view that was never revealed in the program. A key proponent of the new way of thinking was Richard L. Thompson, who is better known to Hare Krishnas as the author of Vedic Cosmography, which delves into "the celestial geometry of Bhu-mandala, mystic powers and higher-dimensional realms, Vedic mathematical astronomy . . . moon flight, astrophysical anomalies and much more." Some scientists, including Jere Lipps at the University of California Berkeley's museum of paleontology, took time to pick apart each argument and rebut the program point-by-point. But this didn't bother the producers. In fact, they reprinted some of the most scathing criticism to bolster their argument that the scientific establishment is out to suppress the truth. Then, as a final touch, NBC capitalized on the controversy and rebroadcast the special that "University Profs want banned."
Only then did the other mass media weigh in. John Carman, TV columnist for the San Francisco Chronicle, noted of the collective claim made by the program: "It's a little like saying that the moon really is made of cheese or that, ahem, the sun actually does circle the Earth. Watch for those specials next year on NBC." Eric Mink, at the New York tabloid Daily News wrote that "the only mystery . . . is how NBC's department of broadcast standards cleared for broadcast a show of such deceptive and shoddy scientific content." Glennda Chui at the San Jose Mercury News used the episode as an opportunity to talk about how scientists really do go about evaluating information that goes against current theory. NBC and the programs' sponsors have brushed aside or ignored all the criticism. The one bright spot in all this is that Americans don't believe much of what they see on the television anyway. Except, of course, for the Flintstones and their household pet, 'Dino'.
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